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Abstract—Analysis of sunlight or solar potential requires the
data for a targeted scene to be authentic and accessible as much as
possible. In this regard, the data for a real-world scene acquired
by ground-based laser scanners are comprehensive and convenient,
thus potentially meeting this requirement. To get an accurate result
and offer an automatic solution for sunlight analysis, this paper
proposes a solar potential analysis method that is run directly on
3-D ground laser scanning point clouds. Our method simulates
natural illumination, sunlight hours, and solar radiation of the
targeted scene for a specified period. This method first extracts
the region of interest (ROI) to obtain targeted points. Then, we
compute solar position as a virtual light source and propose a
control method acting on the ROI to constraint deviation from
the point light source. Finally, we adopt the generalized hidden
point removal algorithm to cast shadow of obstruction on the ROI.
Besides, experiments to validate the shading method results are
carried out for three different periods. The quantitative results in
the Xiamen case evaluated by the Hausdorff distance demonstrate
the advantage and feasibility of our proposed method.

Index Terms—Generalized hidden point removal (GHPR) op-
erator, shadow analysis, solar energy potential, terrestrial laser
scanning (TLS), 3-D point clouds.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOLAR radiation is affected by the shape and structure of
a terrain, thereby presenting redistribution on a local scale.

Because the distribution of solar radiation in a complex scene
depends on the relationship among time, location, weather con-
ditions, and casting shadows, an obstruction analysis is nec-
essary [1]. In particular, in an urban scene, sunlight is often
occluded by urban structures (e.g., buildings). Besides, since
the daylighting of a solar device on a building is likely in self-
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occlusion (due to building’s structures and auxiliaries), an elab-
orate analysis is also necessary. Therefore, implementation of
spatial–temporal shadow analysis is helpful to estimating actual
solar radiation.

In addition, using 3-D analysis, Helbich et al. [2] demon-
strate that urban house price can be estimated more precisely
by considering shadowing effects and solar radiation. Other 3-D
analysis applications include how a terrain influences daylight-
ing of crops for the optimization of crop planting [3], where the
resolution of the simulation scale is down to plant leafs’ size.
Such evolving special models call for a scene restoring approach
to implement a careful analysis. In general, obstruction analysis
of the targeted scene is carried out through geographical infor-
mation system (GIS) analysis of the input data. An ideal input
data source should represent geometric structures in fine details
and be readily obtainable. GIS analysis mainly uses shading
methods (also called natural illumination simulation [4]) to an-
alyze spatial relation between objects in the input data for GPS.
In fact, the increasing demands on the special models mean that
the topographic shading method is also playing a more and more
important role in these models.

Since solar potential analysis relies on a compound method,
its progress is advanced by the development of data acquisition
and data-driven processing methods. As usual, raw input data
will be processed as georeferenced models, e.g., the digital el-
evation model (DEM), or the 3-D model, for shadow analysis.
For building objects, 3-D models can be derived from diverse
data sources, but they rely on interactive operations [5], [6].
DEM effect depends on the accuracy of raw data. For instance,
for macroscale analysis, images were used to make DEM for
computing topographic shadows [7]. For a more complex terrain
type, the resolution of adoptive DEM is 30 m in cooperating with
topographic correction of satellite imagery [8]. In particular,
3-D point clouds acquired by a laser scanner record positions of
scanned object surfaces. Airborne laser scanning (ALS) point
clouds with horizontal resolution 1 m have been used to generate
DEM for shadow analysis [9].

However, ALS point clouds are deficient in data integrity. Due
to aerial perspective, building facades and objects under vegeta-
tion canopy (e.g., ground) are lost in data acquisition. Thus, ALS
point clouds form an elevation layered structure with plenty of
gaps, which hinders direct occlusion analysis in the raw point
clouds. Besides, for solar potential analysis on a microscale,
ALS data are limited by data accuracy. Loss of small architec-
tural elements (e.g., balcony, windows, and roof tank) causes
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the generated model of ALS data too simple to mimic reality.
Facades close to each other in ALS point clouds can also cause
errors [1]. Besides, some roof modeling methods produce un-
reliable results for modeling low-resolution ALS data and thus
affect the final results [10]. In fact, large-scale data collection of
ALS offers no advantage to a small project of solar energy poten-
tial evaluation, but the data are still rare and expensive to obtain
nowadays [11]. Facing these problems, this paper prefers ter-
restrial laser scanning (TLS) and mobile laser scanning (MLS)
point clouds. TLS and MLS point clouds are accurate and ac-
cessible and retain high-resolution geometric information for
periodical monitoring and mapping of the environment (e.g.,
detection of changes) [12], [13]. From a ground perspective, a
ground laser scanner obtains the spatial information of all over-
head obstructions for the survey scene without any omission. In
addition, the portability of a TLS device is appropriate for car-
rying out specific solar energy resources investigations. How-
ever, how to utilize the spatial information of high-resolution
geometry in TLS point clouds to produce solar potential on a
microscale has been lacking. In this paper, we present a new
solar potential analysis method using TLS point clouds.

The contribution of this paper is presentation of a solar po-
tential analysis method directly based on ground-based laser
scanning point clouds without data distortion and a priori hy-
pothesis of a scene. The main novelties are as follows. First, we
propose a method considering solar position as a virtual point
light source at a point cloud scene and adopting a generalized
hidden point removal (GHPR) algorithm to cast shadow of the
whole scene. Second, we propose a deviation control method
in a point cloud scene to restrain deviation between different
kinds of light sources. Third, we design a repeatable verifica-
tion experiment and a result evaluation method to quantitatively
analyze natural illumination simulation results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A simple re-
view on previous work of solar potential evaluation based on
point clouds is presented in Section II. The methodology con-
taining region-of-interest (ROI) extraction, solar positioning,
natural illumination simulation, solar potential evaluation, and
result evaluation method is detailed in Section III. Discussion
of experimental data and results and conclusions are presented
in Sections IV and V, respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

Shading and solar potential assessment using laser scanning
point clouds is driven by strong data demand. The work by
related studies mainly concentrated on ALS point clouds, which
represent the height of each urban component [14]. However,
with the development of object segmentation in various scenes
(e.g., urban [15], highway [16], and railway [17]), the ground
laser scanners (e.g., TLS [18] and MLS [19]) were also involved
in some of the related research works. The utilization mode of
point cloud data can be classified into two kinds: the methods
relying on modeling point clouds and the methods directly based
on point clouds.

For the methods relying on modeling, in some studies, point
cloud data are used to generate a digital surface model (DSM),
and shadow volume computing will directly perform on the grids

of the DSM [20]–[22]. To ensure the quality of a solar radiation
flux model, high resolution of the DSM is usually required,
which can be gained through point interpolation of the raw data
[23]. Other researchers used a model reconstruction method in
point cloud data to achieve a finer structure of a city model
(e.g., a polygon model [10] and a simple block model [24]),
which requires a priori parameters referring to the modeled
object (e.g., building and tree) [25]. Considering facade loss
in the DSM, Catita et al. proposed a method fusing a DSM
model and a building model [26]. However, due to the scene
complexity of an urban environment, the way of modeling was
almost always through interactive or semiautomatic methods,
e.g., handling the well-known CityGML [27]. In this manner,
the ALS point cloud data only offer an elevation reference for
reconstruction [28]. Besides, there are still some flaws impairing
the modeling of urban objects, e.g., individual tree automatic
segmentation should be further improved for vegetation surface
reconstruction [29].

In fact, a finer level of detail of a city model may bring
negligible improvement of shadow effects but higher costs of
acquisition and processing, depending on the configuration of
the modeled object [30]. Therefore, in recent years, finding a
solution directly based on raw point clouds has attracted more
attention. For example, Jochem et al. [31] detected roof plane
points first and, then, implemented an area partition method for
each detected point to judge shade point. Considering a detected
point as a center, the area partition method was to subdivide
the horizontal plane into fan sections with a given azimuth in-
terval. Then, the section containing current solar azimuth will
be determined, and the highest point of this section would be
found to judge whether it was higher than the solar elevation
angle. This model was also applied into MLS data [19]. Lukač
also proposed a brute force method based on the height value,
which found the grids lower than the line from solar position
to the query gird as being in shadow [32]. This method was
also sped up by a graphics-processing-unit-based method [33]
and embedded into a precise photovoltaic potential assessment
model [34].

To sum up, the existing methods mainly run on ALS point
clouds, and some of the derived 2.5-D shading methods are
powerless to utilize 3-D data [35]. Besides, in the methods di-
rectly based on point clouds, the main principle is also based on
a simple idea that a pixel (or raster, grid) is in shadow if a higher
point (indicating the vertical facade without hole) lies upon the
ray between sun and the pixel. The high-resolution geometry,
shape, and type of obstruction have no regard for processing. In
this paper, for TLS and MLS point clouds, we propose a method
that focuses on reserving the details (local level) of shadow ef-
fects in the scene, so as to mimic a complex environment and
meet various application purposes.

III. METHOD

We propose a solar illumination simulation method that is
directly based on 3-D laser scanning point clouds. As shown
in Fig. 1, the process of this method includes four steps: ROI
extraction, solar positioning, illumination calculation, and so-
lar radiation computing. In ROI extraction, we obtain targeted
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Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed method.

point set of the survey area. In solar positioning, for an ROI, a
geographic system is embedded into the method to prepare for
solar position computing. In illumination calculation, an error
control method is first proposed to control the deviation of dif-
ferent light sources, and the GHPR algorithm is then adopted to
cast shadow in an ROI. In solar potential evaluation, we show
two applications, i.e., sunlight duration and solar radiation com-
puting for actual production.

A. ROI Extraction

The investigation area of solar potential estimation refers to
a large open area where a solar collection facility would be in-
stalled, e.g., roof, ground, balcony, or facade. In practice, an
investigation area in point clouds could be selected by an inter-
active operation, but we devote to offer an automatic approach.
The purpose of this paper is to present a method that determines
where a small-scale solar energy facility (e.g., domestic solar
water heaters) would be best located. Therefore, we define the
ROI as the points belonging to the investigation area in a point
cloud scene, i.e., roof points in our cases.

Before ROI extraction, point reduction is suggested at the
beginning of this method, because high point density is unnec-
essary and cumbersome for illumination computing. Thus, we
have adopted the classical voxel grid filter, which uses a voxel’s
center of gravity to replace points within the voxel. After point
reduction, the mean distance of two neighboring points is ap-
proximate to the given voxel side length of filtering. We, thus,
denote a given voxel side length as sampling interval ρ in this
paper.

Fig. 2. Results of ROI extraction of two point cloud scenes. (a) and (c) Raw
point clouds. (b) and (d) Extraction points indicated with green color.

To extract ROI, we adopted the upward growth ground point
extraction method [36], [37]. Due to auxiliaries and unevenness
of an ROI, such as a roof insulation layer, covering tiles, or a roof
garden, the roof should not be considered as a simple plane. This
voxel method frees from the restriction of plane assumption and
extracts potential ground points under a specific height. Thus,
the parameter adjustment from ground to roof point extraction
is given an elevation value that is higher than the targeted roof
(or alternatively 3 m higher than the scanner position if such
a position is available). Then, a Euclidean clustering is carried
out to cluster ground points into a series of objects. From there
onwards, we compute density of each object in raw point clouds
and choose the highest one. The reason is that, in the data
collection link, the laser scanner is required to be placed at the
targeted area to achieve a complete scene. Therefore, the ROI is
nearer to the scanner, shown as dense points than background.
In short, significant density value of the ROI is a stable clue
for distinguishing the ROI from background. Fig. 2 shows ROI
extraction results with ρ = 0.5 m, where green points are the
extracted points.

B. Calculating Solar Position in 3-D Point Clouds

In our method, the sun will be considered as the light source
of a point cloud scene, and positioning light source is a nec-
essary step for our system. To a point p, first, we transform
its coordinate (WGS84 in this paper) to longitude and lati-
tude [Lp,Bp ]T , expressed as p = [Lp,Bp,Hp ]T . Some meth-
ods were proposed to (see [38]) compute solar azimuth and
altitude angle, but we use a simple method in [39] that requires
only existing longitude, latitude, and solar time. Solar azimuth
and altitude indicates the solar orientation. Different from the
other methods, we generate a virtual point as the light source
in a point cloud scene, which requires the solar distance. Then,
based on solar azimuth angle ψA , solar elevation angle ψE , and
solar distance Ds , the solar position at point p is expressed as
s, where s = [Lp + Tl(sy ), Bp − Tl(sx),Hp + sz ]T , Tl is the
transformation from length to longitude–latitude. s is computed
as follows:

sx = Dssin (π/2 − ψE ) cos (ψA )

sy = Dssin (π/2 − ψE ) sin (ψA )

sz = Dscos (π/2 − ψE ) . (1)

Then, s and p are converted back to WGS84 coordinates.
Thus, we have ‖p− s‖ = Ds , where ‖ · ‖ is a vector norm. In
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Fig. 3. Solar positions of a scene on four days in 2020: green dots show the
position on March 20, red dots on June 21, yellow dots on September 22, and
blue dots on December 21.

practice,Ds → ∞, as the distance between the sun and the earth
is far greater than the length of the scene. However, for the sun
position, Ds should be a reasonable value or the scene would
be collapsed to a point from a distant observation. Fig. 3 shows,
with a 600-mDs , the solar positions of spring equinox, summer
solstice, autumn equinox, and winter solstice in 2020, which are
based on the center of the point cloud scene, respectively. The
changing of the solar position forms apparent motion of the sun
in the point cloud scene.

Since an ROI often includes a tilted surface, a correction
considering the tilt factor should be executed after solar posi-
tioning. In point clouds, the normal vector of a point neighboring
surface is achieved by the principal-component-analysis-based
approach. The unit normal vector vn is estimated by the eigen-
vector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of covariance
matrix M after matrix decomposition. The covariance matrix
M is shown as

M =
1
u

u∑

i=1

(qi − q̄) (qi − q̄)T (2)

where qi is the neighboring points of p, q̄ is the center of the
neighboring point set, and u is the cardinality of the neighboring
point set. Besides, we have the incidence vector of a point as
s− p. The correction factor τ is computed by cosine of the
angle between incidence vector and the normal vector of local
surface as follows:

τ = (s− p) · vn/Ds (3)

where “·” represents dot product. Thus, to prepare for illumina-
tion calculation, the normal vector of each point in the ROI will
be computed following ROI extraction.

C. Illumination Calculation

In the illumination calculation link, we propose adopting the
GHPR algorithm [40] for shadow casting. However, the GHPR
algorithm is a point-light-source-based algorithm, whereas sun-
beam, due to the long distance between the earth and the sun,

Fig. 4. Graphic analysis of point light source and directional light in arbitrary
point in point clouds.

is usually considered as parallel light. With our method, a vir-
tual point light source is set at the solar position, and it emits
virtual light along the radioactive route. Other than being shone
by the actual sunlight from the same direction, each point in the
point clouds is shone by a ray from a slightly different direction.
This situation causes deviation in the position of the shadow.
Accordingly, we propose a deviation management method for
the simulated ray (coming from the point light source) and the
actual sunlight (coming from the directional light source) in the
point cloud scene.

1) Deviation Analysis: For a reference point po and its solar
position s, given any point pi out of a straight line segment
with endpoints po and s, a plane can be constructed as shown in
Fig. 4. In this plane, to point pi , θ is the deviating angle between
the parallel ray and the ray emitted from s, and we have

‖po − pi‖
sin θ

=
‖po − s‖

sin(π − ϕ− θ)
(4)

where ϕ is the angle between the line segment with endpoints
po and s and the line segment with endpoints po and pi . Due to
‖po − s‖ = Ds , for θ, (4) can be derived as

θ = cot−1
(
K − cosϕ

sinϕ

)
, K =

Ds

‖po − pi‖ (5)

whereK and ϕ are distance and angle variable of θ after simpli-
fication formula, respectively. As seen, K is the ratio of Ds to
the distance between point po and pi , which is used to measure
whether the solar distance is far enough relative to a surface
distance. The offset of casting shadow is dependent on θ′, and
θ′ = θ. In (5), θ is influenced by ϕ and K. Thus, reducing the
value of θ will reduce probable deviation. However, the value
of ϕ varies according to the position relationship between po
and any point pi , even though 0 < ϕ < π. In particular, param-
eter K is easier to be controlled. Increasing Ds and decreasing
‖po − pi‖ both can reduce θ. As shown in Fig. 5, the vertical and
horizontal axes indicate respective values of θ and ϕ in degree
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Fig. 5. Relationships among variables θ, ϕ, and K .

measure [°]. With the same K value, and due to K � cosϕ, θ
becomes largest if ϕ→ π/2. With K increasing, θ approaches
to zero, indicating that the deviation is under control.

To sum up, one solar position for an entire scene is insuffi-
cient. However, computing GHPR once for each point is redun-
dancy and unduly burdensome. Besides, it is difficult to place
solar position in a great distance, because Ds → ∞ will make
the scene become tiny relative to the solar position. Therefore,
to control deviation and number of operations, we proposed a
method by limiting the value of ‖po − pi‖, i.e., restricting the
action range of solar position s of point po .

2) Deviation Control: Assuming the point set of an ROI as
P̃ , p̃i ∈ P̃ , our proposed deviation control method gives a cer-
tain number of solar positions in the point cloud scene as a set,S,
where S = {sk |k = 1, 2, . . . ,m}, and obtains the correspond-
ing cell (small region) of the ROI in charge of each solar position
sk in illumination calculation as Rk , where P̃ =

⋃
k∈[1,m ] Rk .

The first step is setting up an acceptable deviation to obtain the
partition size for partitioning ROI. Partition sizedp is determined
by aforementioned deviation angle θ′ and solar distance Ds as

dp =
Ds

tan (π/2 − θ′)
. (6)

Setting the deviation value for θ′ is equivalent to controlling
the value of dp . In this paper, 1° of θ′ is considered to be
acceptable. This is because, with this value, for an obstruction
within 100-m distance, the maximum shadow deviation caused
by the vertical incident ray is less than 1.75 m, which should be
acceptable for analyzing the interference by an adjacent facility.
However, for an investigation area near a super high-rise
building, we would suggest using a smaller θ′ value. The
second step is partitioning ROI. We define one kind of points
as base point, ok , which is used as reference point to compute
solar position sk and to help partitioning ROI as Rk , Rk =
{p̃i ∈ P̃ |‖p̃i − ok‖ ≤ ‖p̃i − on‖, n ∈ [1,m] and n 	= k}.
Therefore, to ensure that each point p̃i satisfies the condition
‖p̃i − ok‖ ≤ dp , the number of ok (denoted as m) should be
computed first to ensure their action range covering the whole
ROI point set P̃ . An ideal result for base point selection asks

Fig. 6. Computing base points and partitioning ROI of one point cloud scene
with 600-m solar distance and different θ′ values: (a) θ′ =1.0; (b) θ′ =2.0;
(c) θ′ =3.0.

for the smallest value of m leading to P̃ =
⋃m
k=0 Rk , which is

a typical set cover problem.
Thus, we propose using the greedy permutation method,

which is used as the sampling algorithm [41], to fast select
base points for an approximate result. This algorithm ran-
domly selects a point in the ROI as initial base point o1
and constructs a sequence O = {o1}. Then, the farthest point
in the ROI to sequence O is successively added to O as
O = {o1 , ok , . . . , om}, until there is not a point p̃j , p̃j ∈ P̃ ,
satisfying mink∈[1,m ]‖ok − p̃j‖ ≥ dp .

Finally, each point p̃i is allocated to the nearest neighboring
base point as a set Rk , which is equivalent to computing the
Voronoi diagram in base point set O across P̃ [42]. In addition,
solar position sk of each base point ok is also computed for the
points belonging to the corresponding Rk . As shown in Fig. 6,
the ROI points are divided into a series of cell in different colors
based on the base point (red ball). The probable deviation of
each point in the ROI is under dp .

3) Shadow Casting: We proposed using the GHPR algo-
rithm for shadow casting in raw point clouds without any
surface modeling. The GHPR algorithm is developed for var-
ious purposes, e.g., point reduction [43] and viewpoint selec-
tion [44], both of which emphasize on vision understanding
of point clouds. This paper mainly utilizes shadow casting
ability of GHPR in a large-scale point cloud scene. Given
a solar position s and a 3-D point set of the survey scene
P , P = {pi |i = 1, 2, . . . , w}, where w is the cardinality of the
point set, the GHPR is first implemented by a geometric trans-
formation of Tf to pi as

�
pi = Tf (pi, s) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

s+
pi − s

‖pi − s‖fk (pi, s) , pi 	= s

pi, pi = s

(7)

where �
pi is the pi after transformation, and fk (pi, s) is the

kernel function of the transformation. In this paper, we use the
linear kernel [45]. For the given s and P , we have a radius of
spherical flipping R, R = maxpi ∈P ‖pi − s‖; thus, the linear
kernel function is computed by point pi and its solar position
s as

fk (pi, s) = 2γR− ‖pi − s‖ (8)

where γ is the distance adjusting parameter, γ ≥ 1. In ad-
dition, since γ is often large, we use parameter α, where
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α = log(γ). Then, a convex hull computation is carried out

for
�

P ∪ {s}, where
�

P is the transformed point set, and
�

P =
{Tf (pi, s)|pi ∈ P}. The shadow point set W consists of the
points within the convex hull and will be labeled after convex
hull computation.

Thus, to each solar position sk , we compute a Wk for the
corresponding point set Rk . The shadow casting result of the
entire ROI C is computed as follows:

C =
⋃

k∈[1,m ]

⎛

⎝Wk

⋂

k∈[1,m ]

Rk

⎞

⎠ (9)

wherem is the cardinality of point set S. Thus, the illumination
condition of any point can be presented as in shadow (value 0)
or in sunlit area (value 1) by a binary function:

fb (pi, C) =

{
1, {pi} ∩ C = ∅

0, {pi} ∩ C 	= ∅

(10)

where fb is the binary function. In particular, in (8),
fk (pi, s) → ∞ if parameter α→ ∞ (γ → ∞) or Ds → ∞
(maxpi ∈P ‖pi − s‖ ≥ Ds), which would lead to all points vis-
ible as W = ∅. For good performance, appropriate values of
parameters α and Ds should be determined before implement-
ing illumination simulation. Besides, because raw point clouds
are sampled with a fixed value at the beginning, sampling inter-
val should be also considered for performance. Therefore, we
present a parameter analysis experiment with different sampling
intervals. Note that the parameter analysis result is universally
applicable, not requiring scene assumption.

D. Application of Solar Potential Evaluation

Sunlight duration is one important index to measure whether
natural lighting of buildings [46] and/or city layout [47] are
reasonable. We define N(pi) as sunlight duration of a point pi ,
which can be calculated as

N (pi) =
ts s∑

t=ts r

fb (pi, Ct) (11)

where tsr and tss are sunrise and sunset times, respectively. tsr
and tss are easily determined by solar elevation angle ψE , and
an additional condition for tsr and tss is that solar elevation
Hs exceeds the elevation value of computed point pi as Hp ,
Hs > Hp .

The second application is solar radiation evaluation. With
data including geographic coordination information, a clear sky
model can be directly performed without considering occlu-
sion [48]. For a point pi , the global radiation Eg [kWh/m2]
is estimated by solar direct radiation Es [kWh/m2] and solar
diffuse radiation Ed [kWh/m2] as Eg (pi) = Es(pi) + Ed(pi).
After considering the occlusion factor, direct irradiation of any
point pi is rewritten as

Es (pi) =
t2∑

t=t1

Is (t) fb (pi, Ct) (12)

Fig. 7. Solar direct radiation [(a) and (c)] without and [(b) and (d)] with
tilt correction of a point cloud scene: (a) and (b) at 15:00, June 20; (c) and
(d) at 12:00, September 23.

where Is(t) is the transient solar direct radiation on an ideal
horizontal plane, which depends on the standard weather con-
dition of the point cloud scene location and can be computed
in [49] by the given longitude and latitude of the scene. Es is
the direct radiation of a full day if t1 = tsr and t2 = tss . Con-
sidering surface slope, direct radiation can be computed by the
stored correction factor τ as

Es (pi) =
t2∑

t=t1

Is (t) fb (pi, Ct) τst , pi (13)

where τst , pi is the correction factor in regard to the solar posi-
tion of a specific time at st and pi . Thus, through accumulated
calculation, solar radiation of any period can be obtained in raw
point clouds. One should note that the point density of data is
usually less than 1 m2; thus, actual irradiation of a point is equal
to the point density of each square multiplying the calculated
radiation. Fig. 7 shows that all nonshaded points without tilt cor-
rection are consistent in the direct irradiation result, but with tilt
correction, they are sensitive to the solar position, as represented
by color change between green (lowest) and red (highest).

E. Evaluation Method

Result validation is still a challenge in developing solar poten-
tial models [1]. In fact, empirical analysis as a compromise was
usually used to produce a rough judgment of the shadow cast-
ing results. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an evaluation
method using the Hausdorff distance to obtain the quantitative
accuracy of the computed results. Given two nonempty 3-D
point sets G and B in the Euclidean space, the Hausdorff dis-
tance measures the Euclidean distance between each other. The
Hausdorff distance is expressed as follows:

dH (G,B) = max
{

sup
g∈G

inf
b∈B

d (g, b) , sup
b∈B

inf
g∈G

d (g, b)
}

(14)

where d(g, b) = ‖g − b‖. The point set G is defined as the
ground truth point set of raw point clouds. The ground truth
point set is formed by the actual boundary points between
shaded and sunlit areas that are acquired by manually mark-
ing points on raw point data. The point set B is formed by the
boundary points of simulated shadow effects. Thus, in this pa-
per, the Hausdorff distance measures the maximum distortion
from calculated illumination distribution to actual illumination
distribution, indicating the maximum offset we have to face.

For validation experiment, in the shaded area of the ac-
tual scanning scene, several targets will be placed orderly and
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Fig. 8. Experimental dataset: image on the left showing the geographical
position of survey scenes; image on the right an illustration of data collection
procedure (the red box shows the scanning point clouds, the green box the
targets placement in scene, and the orange box the same targets scanned into
point clouds).

linearly on the boundary of the shadow at proper intervals.
Meanwhile, the time of placement will be recorded. After
data collection, the points belong to targets will be manually
extracted as the ground truth setG. Besides, the boundary points
of calculated shadow effects are also manually extracted (with-
out omission from the results) as boundary point set B. This
validation experiment must be executed under sunny weather
condition.

Assuming a point cloud after sampling with a sampling inter-
val ρ, we at least have dH (G,B) = nρ if the casting shadow has
an offset with n point long. Besides, the dH (G,B) is also influ-
enced by the distance of two adjacent targets. Compared to inter-
val placement of the targets, the boundary points of the result are
extracted without intervals. Thus, for each gi and its neighboring
target gj , it holds that dH (G,B) ≥ 1

2 maxi∈[1,N ]‖gi − gj‖ −
1
2 ρ, where j = argminn∈[1,N ]‖gi − gn‖, and i 	= n, and N is
the cardinality of setG. Thus, we have the limits of the measured
result as 1

2 maxi∈[1,N ]‖gi − gj‖ − 1
2 ρ ≤ dH (G,B) <∞.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. System and Data

There are three experimental datasets (Data I, II, and III), con-
taining two complete rooftop scenes located in Haiyun campus
of Xiamen University (N 24°25’59”, E 118°06’3”), Xiamen,
China, as shown on the left-hand side in Fig. 8. The equipment
we used is a RIGEL VZ-1000, a terrestrial laser scanner with a
1400-m scanning range. To ensure the integrity of the scanning
results, we adopted a two-station scanning mode and a man-
ual registration method. In fact, the above operation could be
automated by using a laser scanner equipped with the GNSS
device.

Data I and Data III were acquired at the rooftop of a teaching
building on November 18, 2015, and May 12, 2016 at 09:29
(Beijing time) and 16:55 (Beijing time), respectively. In the
morning of the November survey day, the east wall of the build-
ing cast a shadow on the scene (see the low right of Fig. 8).
In the afternoon of the May survey day, a building directly to
the west of the teaching building cast a shadow on the scene.
Data II was acquired from the rooftop of the administrative

Fig. 9. Noise analysis by variation of parameter α and sampling interval ρ.

Fig. 10. Accuracy analysis by solar distance variation.

Fig. 11. Accuracy and noise analysis to find the optimal parameters, i.e., solar
distance and parameter α.

building (adjacent to the teaching building) on November 18,
2015, at 10:25 (Beijing time), at which time, a pavilion to the
southeast of the rooftop cast a shadow on the scene. To validate
results, before scanning, a series of yellow balls were accu-
rately placed at the border of the shaded and sunlit areas as
targets (as red circles in Fig. 8). The time was also recorded
immediately upon the placement of the targets. The datasets
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Fig. 12. Comparative results of three point clouds datasets. (a)–(c) Results of Jochem’s method. (d)–(f) Results of our proposed method. (g)–(i) Ground truth of
datasets.

(Data I, II, and III) are all GPS-ready 3-D point clouds. To
obtain the ground truth, the positions of the targets (red cir-
cles) were manually confirmed and extracted from raw point
clouds (see red box) as a ground truth point set. The experimen-
tal procedures were all coded in C++ and run on a personal
computer configured with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3470 CPU
3.2 GHz and a RAM 16.0 GB.

B. Results

1) Parameter Analysis: To evaluate the results, we first need
to define two concepts: noise and accuracy. In the results, there
exists a noise phenomenon, namely, some shaded points are
present in a sunlit area or some sunlit points are present in
a shaded area, which are caused from points overlapping or
junction between two facades. Therefore, the noise is computed
as the percentage of the false point number in the total ROI point
number. Noise suppression can improve the quality of details
and makes the result smoother. The accuracy is defined as the
degree of approximation between the simulated results and the
actual illumination, which has previously been given a detailed
introduction in the paper. Thus, in our proposed method, the

parameter that has the best performance would minimize noise
and maximize accuracy, comprehensively.

First, we analyze the noise variation caused by different val-
ues of the parameter α and the sampling interval ρ. The false
points will be manually labeled to compute the noise value. As
shown in Fig. 9, the vertical and horizontal axes indicate the
noise and parameter α value, respectively. Three colors corre-
spond to three sampling interval of ρ. As seen, three curves are
overall upwardly, which means that the noise value becomes
greater as α becomes greater. The reason is that a greater α
makes the boundary of shadow broader in the results and the
corner structure thinner. However, the casting shadow shrinks
when using a low α, which reduces the accuracy of our method.
Therefore, description of a noise and accuracy balancing
experiment is added in the following section of this paper. Be-
sides, the greater ρ, the earlier the curves rise. Hence, a small
value of α (α < 4.0) is appropriate to point cloud with a low
sampling interval (ρ ≤ 0.5).

Fig. 10 shows the comparative results in Data I. Red and green
curves are that using center point of the ROI and based points
with 1° deviation angle control, respectively. As previously
said, Ds and θ′ both influence the accuracy of the results. The
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TABLE I
EVALUATION RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS USING

THE HAUSDORFF DISTANCE (M)

Datasets

Methods Data I Data II Data III Average

Jochem’s method 2.82233 2.43578 5.51119 3.58977
Our method 2.46228 2.18204 2.67861 2.44098

vertical axis and horizontal axis represent the value of accuracy
(Hausdorff distance dH (G,B)) and solar distance Ds , respec-
tively. As seen, the results with angle constraints have better
performance from 200- to 800-m Ds . In particular, the
accuracy of the results with 1000-m Ds is mainly influenced
by the edge error of GHPR, because the position difference
between center point and based point is insignificant when
compared with the larger Ds . Under the deviation control, the
accuracy of the results remains within 2 m, meeting the practical
needs of illumination estimation.

Fig. 11 shows the variation of noise and accuracy influ-
enced by solar distance Ds and parameter α (ρ = 0.5). The
four colored signs correspond to samples with four different
Ds . The subscript serial number of a sign from 1 to 6 represents
the value of α from 3.4 to 4.4 with an interval 0.2. Besides, we
give 1.0% of noise the same weight as 1 m of accuracy for the
system. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 11, the test sample closer
to the origin of coordinates has a better performance. Under
the same Hausdorff distance, the noise value increases if Ds

becomes larger, which can be explained as simple as that the
observation tend to be rough from a distant solar perspective.
From the above, we use α = 3.8 and Ds = 600 m for further
application research. Note that under a specific sampling inter-
val, the parameters of our method only need to be investigated
once to meet the requirement of any future engineering.

2) Comparative Experiments: The solar illumination cal-
culation of the visualization results of the three datasets are
shown in Fig. 12. As shown, the blue points are background
points, which are out of the ROI. The bright orange and green
points are the points in the sunlit and shaded areas, respectively.
Fig. 12(g)–(i) represents the ground truth of the experimental
datasets. As we can see, the yellow ball targets are placed cor-
rectly on the boundary of the shadow in the actual scanning
scene, corresponding to red points shown in the computed re-
sults. The boundary points of the casting shadow are manually
labeled as black points in the results and extracted for further
quantitative analysis. Fig. 12(a)–(c) represents the illumination
results of Jochem’s method [19], [31]. Jochem’s method uses
sector region segmentation and elevation judgment method to
analyze sun shading in raw point clouds, and its procedure is
detailed in Section II. This type of elevation-based method as-
sumes that each scan point is on a smooth vertical facade without
any hole. The parameters of Jochem’s method we used are con-
sistent with the value set in [50]. As shown, this method has
good performance when the building has a simple structure.
Fig. 13(a) and (b) shows that the protruding parts (red arrow)

Fig. 13. Influence of built environment. (a) and (b) Tilt-out girder of building
and its interference on results of a height-based method. (c) Illustration of
radiation division.

Fig. 14. Spatial distribution of sunlight durations of a full year and four
seasons in Data I. (a) full year result; (b), (c), and (d) spring, summer, and
autumn, respectively; (e) and (f) winter.

of the building can bring a challenge to this algorithm. Besides,
the radiation form of the region segmentation approach in the
algorithm suffers height value interference from distant objects
[shown in Fig. 13(c)]. Fig. 12(d)–(f) shows the computed illumi-
nation result by our proposed method; the points not belonging
to the ROI are removed from point clouds so as to give more
intuitive showing. In our results, shadows are all in correct po-
sitions, as our method does not require any assumption of the
investigated subject and does not exclude complicated struc-
tures of a building that are difficult to model. The influencing
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Fig. 15. Global irradiation in kWh/m2 on one rooftop. (a)–(e) Annual sum, spring, summer, autumn, winter radiation of global irradiation without considering
slope. (f)–(j) Annual sum, spring, summer, autumn, winter irradiation of global radiation with considering slope.

sources of illumination, e.g., handrails, girders, vegetation, and
facades from a nearby building, are all considered for calcu-
lation. However, within the allowed error range, there are still
some offsets on the casting shadow. Selecting a more appropri-
ate α and a tighter θ′ can further improve the accuracy of our
results.

The quantitative results of the two methods are presented in
Table I. As can be seen, evaluating by the Hausdorff distance, the
average values of our method and Jochem’s method are about
2.44 and 3.59 m, respectively. Because the Hausdorff distance is
used to measure the maximum offset distance between casting
and actual shadow, our proposed method is likely to maintain
shape of the shadow edge. As an illustration of Data I, the
running times of Jochem’s method and our method are 3.78
and 0.45 min, respectively. In one illumination calculation, our
method keeps a faster speed, owing to its universal operation
(rather than traversal calculation of each point).

3) Solar Potential Evaluation: Fig. 14 shows sunlight du-
ration mapping using our method on the scene of Data I. The
result in a top view is shown in the bottom left corner of the
figure. It should be noted that our computed sunlight duration
of one scene is in hours from 6:00 to 18:00 of the local time.
The time when solar elevation angle is above the ground level of
the rooftop but outside our computed time span does not add to
accumulation of the sunlight duration. The color transition from
blue to red indicates sunlight duration values varying from 0
to the maximum. In Fig. 14, to illustrate daylighting estimation
and predictive capability of our method, the sunlight duration
in hours is mapped for four seasons and a full year, in 2017,
respectively. The four seasons begin in spring equinox (March
20), summer solstice (June 21), autumn equinox (September
23), and winter solstice (December 22), respectively. In partic-
ular, there are two periods in the winter shown in Fig. 14(e) and
(f), which are from January 1 to March 19 and from December
22 to December 31.

For a single point, the annual maximum of sunlight duration
is 3289 h on the rooftop handrail, averaging 9.01 h/day. This
point experiences radiation from front and back during all year.
The bottom left corner of the rooftop receives longer periods of
illumination in spring and summer, because the sun rises over the
building facade to the upper right. In autumn and winter, sunlight
obliquely radiates the rooftop all day long; thus, the right side
of the rooftop that is occluded by the lateral handrail becomes
a nonsunlit area. As shown in Fig. 14, our results in each time
period represent natural transitions in spatial distribution of the
accumulation value, which demonstrates that our method works
well in various moments.

Fig. 15 shows the global solar radiation calculation in Data I.
Fig. 15(a)–(e) and (f)–(j) are the global solar irradiation results
without and with considering a slope factor, respectively. As
shown, under a clear sky index, the roof reaches a maximum
value of 1940 kWh/m2 without tilt correction and 1751 kWh/m2

with tilt correction. In spring and summer, the sunlight irradiates
roof vertically, leading to little changes in Fig. 15(b) and (g) and
(c) and (h). In fall and winter, due to the oblique incidence of
sunshine, the irradiation value of the rooftop main plane drops
significantly under the tilt correction. On the basis of the texture
of solar irradiation distribution, we can easily find the relative
position of the sun and the scene in each period, which, however,
will not be discussed in detail since we focus on the use of point
clouds. Due to the accumulation of false points, a small number
of points with incorrect irradiation values result in insufficiently
smooth viewing on the distribution map. However, since those
false points appear in a discrete distribution, they should not
influence our results.

Table II shows the running time of annual solar potential
evaluation on each item. The experimental data (Data I) after
sampling contain 0.32 million points. As seen, the total time of
sunlight duration and irradiation calculation with and without
the tilt correction are 90.71, 91.16, and 91.50 min, respectively.
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TABLE II
RUNNING TIME OF ANNUAL SOLAR POTENTIAL EVALUATION (MIN)

Items ROI
extraction

Deviation
control

Potential
estimation

Sunlight duration 0.38 0.01 90.32
Irradiation (without tilt
correction)

0.38 0.01 90.77

Irradiation (with tilt correction) 0.38 0.01 91.11

In particular, enhanced functionality does not increase the com-
puting burden. Owing to the range restriction of the ROI in
advance, computing normal vector of a local geometry requires
less calculation. Therefore, our method can be applied to in situ
laser scanning and processing, which can provide solar potential
analysis of the survey scene to even individual private customers
without need for any preparation.

V. CONCLUSION

To more accurately analyze the solar radiation of target
scenes, this paper presented a method to directly process 3-D
point clouds with global coordinate value without preprocess-
ing. Our method produces the map of sunlight duration and solar
radiation distribution in arbitrary time interval. In our datasets,
shadow results of average accuracy of 2.44 m demonstrate the
feasibility of our method.

Our future work will focus on speeding up our processing.
In fact, the computation of illumination (as well as accumu-
lated radiation) is independent for each base point. The com-
putation can consequently be accelerated by employing parallel
computing techniques. Besides, for solar radiation computing,
the vegetation factor will be further considered by using an
eigenvalue-based method [51], [52], which detects tree crown
points.

We hope our method can be integrated into laser scanning sys-
tems (e.g., terrestrial, mobile) as a functional module to provide
a function for on-spot assessment of solar potential of scanning
scenes. With the only one requirement as erecting laser scanner
at place of interest, this method produces a straightforward so-
lution for beneficiaries (e.g., solar power engineer or consumer,
planter, architectural planner), which is prone to be realized in
engineering.
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